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Motivation

We consider

     Large scale heterogeneous systems

     Including small devices

     

We need a mechanism to deploy the application 
which can launch objects remotely
according to the context of the distant hosts  
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Chaski middleware

Chaski is the combination of 3 well known concepts

   Associative Memory [1]
      

   Production rules [2]
      

   Distributed transaction [3]
      

[1] Carriero, N., and Gelernter, D. Linda in context. Commun. ACM 32 (April 1989), 444–458.
[2] Kowalski, R. A. The early years of logic programming. Commun. ACM 31 (January1988), 38–43.
[3] Bernstein, P. A., Hadzilacos, V., and Goodman, N. Concurrency control and recovery in database systems. Addison-Wesley
    Longman Publishing Co., Inc., Boston, MA, USA, 1987.
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Associative
Memory

rd()

get()put()

Database record
(field1, field2, field3)

Event
(eventid, type, tm, payload)

Service
(in1, in2, out1, ou2, out3)

Sensors
(id, type, value)

Actuator
(id, cmd, p1, p2, p3)
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Associative
Memory

rd()

get()put()

Database record
(field1, field2, field3)

Event
(eventid, type, tm, payload)

Service
(in1, in2, out1, ou2, out3)

Sensors
(id, type, value)

Actuator
(id, cmd, p1, p2, p3)

Production rules

Precondition
based on the rd()

Performance
To verify the rd() are still valid
To consult some resources rd()
To consume some resources get()
To produce some resources put()

declarative way to state the problem
"when these conditions are reached
I would like to trigger something"
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Associative
Memory

rd()

get()put()

Database record
(field1, field2, field3)

Event
(eventid, type, tm, payload)

Service
(in1, in2, out1, ou2, out3)

Sensors
(id, type, value)

Actuator
(id, cmd, p1, p2, p3)

Production rules

Precondition
based on the rd()

Performance
To verify the rd() are still valid
To consult some resources rd()
To consume some resources get()
To produce some resources put()

declarative way to state the problem
"when these conditions are reached
I would like to trigger something"

Distributed
transaction

rd(), get() and put() 
operations are performed
as a sequence of transactions

{ ..... } { ..... } { ..... }.

each of the transaction into 
curly bracket enforces all-or-nothing
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On site compilation 
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Different LAN

Geographical
Distribution

Heterogeneous
Hardware

Heterogenenous
Software
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Distributed system
(physical)

Distributed application
(logical)

Mapping

Launching pad
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This is the bootstrap
for deployment

Can be started:

  at boot time (service)
  (e.g. on a server) 

  via ssh
  (e.g. on a desktop)

  launched by hand
  (e.g. on a device)

Need to run on any
involved machine

Very small footprint
(may be seen as
a limited ssh)
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On each site is 
launched one or more
containers
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    description = 
very high level
source code
  - type of object
  - list of bags
  - initialisation params

Chaski objects are
built localy from 
this description
compiled, run 
and initialized

<>

<>

<>

<>

<>

<>

<>

     container = 
process which can build
a running object 
on a given machine 
from its description
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Objects once
generated,
compiled,
run,
initialized
are ready to
be used
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     scripts = 
set of rules which
define the coordination

scripts are sent 
to objects
and enacted 
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<>
bag1 = data.BagDescription()
bag1.name = "Destination"
bag1.type = ("Multiset", "TupleSpace")
bag1.fieldnames = ['name', 'arrival']
bag1.params = {}

bag2 = data.BagDescription()
bag2.name = "Travel"
bag2.type = ("Multiset", "TupleSpace")
bag2.fieldnames = ['departure', 'arrival', 'name']
bag2.params = {}

Object1 = data.ObjectDescription()
Object1.name = "Metro_Grenoble"
Object1.type = "MetroT"
Object1.port = None
Object1.host = H1
Object1.application = A1
Object1.nameserver = NameServer
Object1.params = {param.OBJECT_VERBOSE:VERBOSE,}
Object1.list_of_bags = [bag1, bag2]

<>
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bag1 = data.BagDescription()
bag1.name = "Destination"
bag1.type = ("Multiset", "TupleSpace")
bag1.fieldnames = ['name', 'arrival']
bag1.params = {}

bag2 = data.BagDescription()
bag2.name = "Travel"
bag2.type = ("Multiset", "TupleSpace")
bag2.fieldnames = ['departure', 'arrival', 'name']
bag2.params = {}

Object1 = data.ObjectDescription()
Object1.name = "Metro_Grenoble"
Object1.type = "MetroT"
Object1.port = None
Object1.host = H1
Object1.application = A1
Object1.nameserver = NameServer
Object1.params = {param.OBJECT_VERBOSE:VERBOSE,}
Object1.list_of_bags = [bag1, bag2]

code specific to bag1

code for Multiset 
on target architecture

code for TupleSpace 
on target architecture

code specific to bag2

code for Multiset 
on target architecture

code for TupleSpace 
on target architecture

code specific to object Metro_Grenoble

code gestion des bags

code initialisation on the target site

<>
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Compilation and 
link with local libraries
Injection within
the container

Update the communication
parameters

code specific to bag1

code for Multiset 
on target architecture

code for TupleSpace 
on target architecture

code specific to bag2

code for Multiset 
on target architecture

code for TupleSpace 
on target architecture

code specific to object Metro_Grenoble

code gestion des bags

code initialisation on the target site

Communication layer
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Chaski
Coordination

Chaski
Coordination

Chaski
Coordination

Chaski
Coordination

Chaski
Coordination

Distribution

The Chaski objects
can be distributed
across several
machines spread
over several local
area networks.

Coordination is
also distributed
across the
different domains
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Conclusion

The mechanism we have presented allows to: 

     consider different versions of the middleware

     consider different versions of programming language
     and mix of programming languages

     provide different implementations of the basic components
     according to host resources (thread, memory, power)

The middleware is currently experimented 
with sensor/actuators networks

     we are implementing a version with micro-controleurs as target


